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15 Cougar Ridge Landing Calgary Alberta
$1,700,000

Proudly presenting an extraordinary offering in the refined haven of Stateman's award-winning luxury condo

triumph, The Views. Nestled into the serene hillside, the concrete & steel building boasts an affluent boutique

community with breathtaking views of the Bow River Valley, downtown skyline & the majestic Rocky

Mountains in the distance. This elegant 3-bedroom corner residence is an exemplary offering of quality,

craftsmanship & design with over 2800 SF of curated living space. Expansive floor-to-ceiling windows allow an

inpouring of natural light to flood the stunning open-concept kitchen, living & dining rooms while providing for

tranquil views of the natural setting beyond. Stylish cabinetry wraps around the well-appointed kitchen

featuring Sub-zero and Wolf appliances, beautiful quartz countertops, designer backsplash & island with

seating for 3. The bright dining area overlooks the patio & is a lovely space for indoor-outdoor entertaining

while the living room's exceptional views, fireplace & oak flooring add to the surround of quiet sophistication.

The gorgeous plank flooring & neutral palette carry to the luxurious owner's suite with its extensive views from

the bedroom & sitting room, over-sized his & her walk-in closets with custom built-ins & lavish ensuite. This

wonderfully indulgent retreat features a gorgeous custom-built vanity with quartz countertop & an abundance

of storage, separate shower & freestanding tub to unwind in a relaxing escape. The bright 2nd bedroom with

large walk-in closet presents the same lovely views while the 3rd bedroom perfectly suits as an inviting guest

room, comfortable office, or private library. This remarkable home is truly unique in its beauty, size & function

offering immense storage with a large front walk-in closet, walk-in pantry, laundry room with custom cabinets

& an additional in-suite storage room. Completing ...

2pc Bathroom Measurements not available

3pc Bathroom Measurements not available

5pc Bathroom Measurements not available

Bedroom 16.50 Ft x 12.33 Ft

Den 12.17 Ft x 10.17 Ft

Dining room 9.67 Ft x 8.92 Ft

Family room 17.17 Ft x 10.58 Ft

Kitchen 11.25 Ft x 16.17 Ft

Laundry room 8.75 Ft x 14.92 Ft

Living room 28.33 Ft x 16.58 Ft

Bedroom 10.25 Ft x 14.08 Ft

Primary Bedroom 12.33 Ft x 14.83 Ft
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